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Vibrant. innoVatiVe. Fresh. UniqUe. 

as a leading specialist mUlti-arts institUtion, FalmoUth is a key 
player on the national and international creatiVe scene. What yoU
get here is diFFerent; an eye-opening perspectiVe. We oFFer an 
original Way oF thinking. oUr commitment to ValUe and qUality For 
all oF oUr stUdents is bUilt on 100 years oF experience.

oUr coUrses are Widely knoWn For inspiring oUr stUdents to
collaborate, create and think ambitioUsly in eVerything they do.
FalmoUth is an eclectic home For highly talented indiVidUals From
aroUnd the World. We’re Very proUd oF that. We’d loVe to Welcome
yoU to oUr thriVing creatiVe commUnity. 

this gUide Will sUpport yoUr application by helping yoU prepare the
best portFolio yoU can.

show us whAt 
you cAn do…
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Falmouth students recognise the importance of 
good creative ideas with the skills, expertise and 
knowledge to turn them into reality. We provide  
an environment in which these can flourish – with 
the best facilities, support and inspiration right at 
your fingertips.

our specialist course teams have a wealth of 
industry, teaching and research experience. as 
one of our students, you’ll develop nurturing and 
inspiring relationships that will see you go on to 
excel in your chosen career.

if you’re planning to apply to foundation or 
undergraduate courses, you’ll usually need to  
submit a portfolio. this guide contains specific 
portfolio requirements for each course. you’ll  
also find tips, ideas and advice about what we’re 
looking for and how to present your portfolio.

We can accept yoUr Work as
links to online portFolios,
attachments sent by email
or by post on cd / dVd / Usb /
paper to the UniVersity. 



Language requirements for 
international students
it’s really important that you have the necessary 
english language skills before you start your studies 
at Falmouth. if english isn’t your first language and 
if you haven’t studied primarily in english for the 
majority of your education to date, we’ll want to  
see academic proof of your level of written and 
spoken english.

the minimum requirements we ask for are an  
ielts score of 5.0 for the international Foundation 
diploma, 5.5 for the Foundation diploma and 6.0  
for undergraduate degrees (or equivalent scores 
from another recognised testing system). We will 
accept a number of alternative qualifications to  
ielts and have established equivalencies. these 
tests must have been taken no earlier than two  
years before you start at Falmouth.

please see p20 for more details, or visit  
falmouth.ac.uk/international

International Admissions
For international applications to Falmouth 
+44 (0)1326 254259  
+44 (0)1326 213748 
international@falmouth.ac.uk

We’re interested in applicants Who are creatiVe, passionate and 
haVe the intellectUal potential to excel With Us at FalmoUth. 
We’ll consider lots oF diFFerent qUaliFications, as Well as releVant
experience gained oUtside oF traditional edUcation. one oF the 
most important things to Us is the eVidence yoU can sUpply in the 
Form oF portFolios, Films, and improVised or Written pieces to shoW 
Us hoW yoU think and Work. please read on For speciFic portFolio
inFormation For each coUrse.

For more information about the application process, please go to: falmouth.ac.uk/apply

whAt Are we 
lookinG for?
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05  Acting
05 Animation & Visual Effects
05 Architecture
06 Business Entrepreneurship
06 Computing for Games
07 Creative Advertising  
07 Creative Events Management
16  Creative Music Technology
08 Creative Writing
08 Dance & Choreography
09 Digital Games (with the option of 6 pathways)
10  Drawing
10 English
10 English and Journalism
08 English with Creative Writing
11  Fashion Design
11 Fashion Marketing  
12 Fashion Photography
12 Film
12  Fine Art
13  Foundation Diploma in Art & Design /  

International Foundation Diploma
14  Graphic Design
15  Illustration
15  Interior Design
16  Journalism
16 Journalism and Creative Writing
16  Marine & Natural History Photography
16  Music
16  Music, Theatre & Entertainment Management
11  Performance Sportswear Design
17  Photography
16  Popular Music
17  Press & Editorial Photography
17 Sports Journalism
17  Sustainable Product Design
18 Television
18 Textile Design

course 
index
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 if you have any difficulties responding in this timescale, please let 
us know as soon as possible and we will try and accommodate 
your requirements. our team will work in close cooperation with 
you to provide clarity around Falmouth’s expectations and help 
find solutions to any issues you may experience.

the Work reqUested For each coUrse shoUld be made
aVailable Within tWo Weeks oF yoUr application. please do
bear in mind that oUr coUrses are Very popUlar and places
may be Filled qUite qUickly, so We recommend responding
as qUickly as possible in order to maximise yoUr chances.

when do i need to  
suBMit My work By?



BA(Hons) Acting 
AuDITIoN REquIREMENTS 

select a poem of between 12 and 20 lines in length 
and perform it from memory. the poem may be from 
any period, and should be performed in english.

select a speech from a piece of post 1950 dramatic 
writing of a maximum of 3 minutes in length. this 
should be performed from memory, in english.

Write a motivational statement of between 250 
and 300 words (in english), outlining why you wish 
to undertake your actor training and education at 
Falmouth.

the performed elements should be recorded and 
the recording submitted as a weblink (for example 
Vimeo or youtube) by email to international@
falmouth.ac.uk, or on cd/dVd/Usb device to 
international admissions, Falmouth University, 
Woodlane, Falmouth, cornwall tr11 4rh, Uk. the 
written element should be sent as a Word or pdF file 
by email to international@falmouth.ac.uk

BA(Hons) Architecture
WHAT You NEED To Do 

please upload a web portfolio of around 40 images 
of your own work. this can range from quick 
sketches, to photographs, to detailed life drawings, 
to images of final models or sculpture.

please also upload an example of your writing 
relating to art, design or architecture. this should 
be around 1000 words (in english) and show your 
ability to think critically.

WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

We are not looking specifically for architecture, but 
an understanding of people, space and materials.

if you are applying we expect you to have good hand 
drawing skills, and your portfolio should show a 
range of 2d work including sketching, photography 
and painting, as well as 3d thinking and making; be 
that sculptural or practical design work. We want to 
see development work, so sketchbooks and sketch 
models are really important, as it all goes to show 
how you think.

We are interested in you as an individual and what 
you do outside education (music, volunteering, 
employment etc.). this helps us see how you engage 
with the world and how you respond creatively within  
a range of different scenarios.

a Foundation diploma is not essential, but 
we find those applicants have higher levels of 
conceptualising and articulating three-dimensional 
subjects and have benefitted from the diagnostic 
process of choosing the right degree.

there is no single way to ‘get it right’. your portfolio 
reflects you, your skills and abilities, as well as your 
hopes and aspirations and the outline above is just  
a guide.

BA(Hons)  
Animation & Visual Effects
you’ll need to submit a range of creative work 
including drawings and sketchbooks. the portfolio 
(which can be a digital online portfolio) can contain 
any media (photography, film, animation, graphics, 
illustration, 3d etc.) but needs to demonstrate your 
ability to think creatively and visually. 

please also submit a short piece of writing (500 
words in english) – either a review of an animated 
film or an explanation of the thinking and inspiration 
behind the creative work you have submitted.

A–Z of 
courses

PoRTFoLIo TIP
organise your work: a portfolio 
acts as a visual or audio diary 
and it helps to have some logical 
order – so group your work 
depending on content/theme, 
keep presentation consistent,  
and make it clear what each  
item represents. 

Visit falmouth.ac.uk Follow us @falmouthglobal
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BA(Hons) Business Entrepreneurship
a portfolio is not required. all applicants to this 
course will be invited to interview. the interview will 
be by telephone or skype at a time convenient to you.

BSc(Hons) Computing for Games
What yoU need to do

please submit a piece of digital work you have made. 
this could comprise a game you've made yourself, or 
a modified version/elements of another game. 

please also submit a short piece of writing (500 
words in english) that relates to your interest in 
games. it might be a game review or evaluation of 
a game, or explanation of why you want to make 
games. 
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BA(Hons) Creative  
Events Management 
please submit a short piece of writing (a maximum 
of 300 words in english) reviewing a creative event 
you have engaged with. this could be an event you 
organised or assisted at, or an event you attended as 
an audience member. please make your role in this 
event clear. if you have images to support your piece 
of writing please also submit these (a maximum of 
ten images, for example photographs of the event, 
promotional materials such as a poster, flyer or 
website, or other related material). 

all applicants to this course will be invited to 
interview. the interview will be by telephone or 
skype at a time convenient to you. your submitted 
work will form the starting point for discussions  
at interview.

BA(Hons) Creative Advertising
WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

We look forward to applications from students 
whose interests in the subject have been shaped by 
a variety of different experiences - put simply, either 
through a passion for writing and communication 
or an enthusiasm for designing the visuals for the 
creative idea, potentially both!   

your portfolio is the opportunity to share with us 
your keen interest and enthusiasm for creative 
advertising. We are not expecting to see fully 
resolved advertising campaigns. at this stage, 
evidence of your creative thinking is the key, 
delivered through your educational or industrial 
experiences you have received so far.

We would like to see either: 
a)  between three and six images that demonstrate 

your design and advertising ability, supported 
by 500 words (in english) explaining the creative 
thinking behind your work.

or

b)  three selected advertising images/campaigns  
not created by you, supported by 700 words  
(in english) that explain why you think this work  
is so effective and potentially inspirational. 

REMEMBER…

an advertising campaign could be online, on tV,  
on the radio, in magazines, on shopping bags or use 
a multitude of other media platforms. a description 
of where your advertising examples appear, or are 
designed to appear, may be needed. Written work 
must be submitted in english.

some of our students prefer writing to visualising 
ideas; others enjoy designing layouts and 
typography, film making and photography. What 
they all have in common is a desire to come up with 
fresh, original, creative ideas for advertising. We’re 
interested primarily in your creative thinking, not so 
much in your practical visualising skills. 

as a ‘creative’ working in advertising you will most 
likely direct others, experts in their fields, to turn 
your thoughts into reality.

PoRTFoLIo TIP
present a range of work: course 
tutors are often looking for 
variety, as this shows your  
ability to experiment.

Visit falmouth.ac.uk Follow us @falmouthglobal



BA(Hons) Creative Writing
you will need to submit two 'portfolio' pieces of 
your recent work - preferably one academic/literary 
essay (for example, an essay/textual analysis you 
have previously submitted as coursework) and one 
creative piece oR two creative pieces - undertaken in 
the last 6 months or so. the maximum word limit for 
the portfolio is 1,500 words.

BA(Hons) English with Creative Writing
you will need to submit two 'portfolio' pieces of 
your recent work - preferably one academic/literary 
essay (for example, an essay/textual analysis you 
have previously submitted as coursework) and one 
creative piece oR two creative pieces - undertaken in 
the last 6 months or so. the maximum word limit for 
the portfolio is 1,500 words.

BA(Hons) Dance & Choreography
you’ll need to submit a short film (maximum three 
minutes) of choreography devised and performed  
by yourself.

please also submit a short piece of writing (500 
words in english) – either a review of a dance 
performance or an explanation of the thinking and 
inspiration behind the creative work you  
have submitted.
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BA(Hons) Digital Games
RouTES: 

•	 BA	(Hons)	Digital	Games:	Art 
•	 BA	(Hons)	Digital	Games:	Animation 
•	 BA	(Hons)	Digital	Games:	Audio 
•	 BA	(Hons)	Digital	Games:	Design 
•	 BA	(Hons)	Digital	Games:	Programming 
•	 BA	(Hons)	Digital	Games:	Writing

WHAT You NEED To Do

decide which route that you want to apply to.  
this will determine what type of portfolio you  
need to submit.

to apply for digital games: art include 30 jpeg 
images, of which 20 should be individual pieces  
of work and 10 from sketch books.

to apply for digital games: animation include an 
animation of no more than three minutes duration 
that you have made or worked on, with a note 
explaining your role in that animation.

to apply for digital games: audio submit an 
example of original audio of three minutes in length 
suitable for a game (soundscape or composition 
or a combination of the two). include a written 
description of the type of game you think the work is 
suitable for (no more than 500 words in english). 

to apply for digital games: design submit a written 
idea and plan for a game (a board game or digital 
game). the plan should be no more than six sides  
of a4 in length and you may include images.

to apply for digital games: Writing submit one or  
more pieces of your creative writing (in english).  
this may include short stories, short pieces of prose 
fiction, poems or a piece of scriptwriting. 

to apply for digital games: programming submit a 
piece of digital work that you have made.

all applicants should also submit a 500-word essay  
(in english) that relates to your interest in games. 
it might be a review or evaluation of a game or an 
explanation of why you want to make games.
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BA(Hons) English
you will need to submit two 'portfolio' pieces of 
your recent work - preferably two academic/literary 
essays (for example, an essay/textual analysis 
you have previously submitted as coursework) 
oR one academic/literary essay and one creative 
piece - undertaken in the last 6 months or so. the 
maximum word limit for the portfolio is 1,500 words.

BA(Hons) English and Journalism
please submit an essay (maximum 1000 words in 
english) on an author or work of your choice. this 
may be an essay you have already submitted for 
coursework or a new piece of writing.

please also submit a short newspaper, magazine  
or web article (maximum 500 words in english)  
that you have written. the work may be published  
or unpublished, but should cover a range of  
subject matter.
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BA(Hons) Drawing
WHAT You NEED To Do

in order to complete your application, please send us 
your portfolio of creative work. this should contain 
30 jpeg images – made up of 20 images of individual 
pieces of work and 10 images of pages from your 
sketchbooks and notebooks.

please also include a 1000 word guide length essay, 
written in english on a subject relevant to the visual  
arts (this should be a piece of work you’ve already 
written recently).

WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

We’re looking for students who understand and 
explore the range of purposes for drawing. 

We want to see that you understand drawing’s role 
in the generation of images and ideas. this is why 
your sketchbooks and notebooks are important and 
images of them should be included.

We expect you to show us that you have some 
knowledge of the critical context of your present 
interests –the themes, traditions, debates and ideas 
around drawing currently important to you.

WHAT YouR PoRTFoLIo SHouLD SHoW

1 —    examples of both organized project work  
and personal drawing work developed in  
your own time.

2 —    drawing ability that demonstrates an interest  
in observing and recording aspects of the world 
around you.

3 —    the use of drawing as a tool for thinking, 
creating, developing or problem solving.

4 —    evidence of an interest in communicating 
personal ideas, concepts or narratives  
through drawing.

REMEMBER…

successful applicants are generally those with the 
strongest portfolios, an eclectic and open mind, and 
a practical ability in, and a real commitment to, the 
study of drawing.

PoRTFoLIo TIP
select your most interesting 
pieces: remember quality,  
not quantity.



BA(Hons) Fashion Marketing
the fashion industry is an incredibly diverse and 
exciting sector that generates billions of pounds 
globally each year. 

as creative and strategic marketers continue to 
adopt the traditional marketing tools, such as 
public relations, visual merchandising and event 
management, as well as more contemporary 
methods, such as social media to successfully 
communicate brands and products - marketing 
remains a vital ingredient in ensuring that this 
vibrant sector continues to grow.

in no more than 500 words in english, we would 
like you to tell us about the areas within fashion 
marketing that interest and inspire you the most and 
how you feel they are likely to impact on the world of 
fashion in the future.

BA(Hons) Fashion Design and  
BA(Hons) Performance  
Sportswear Design
WHAT You NEED To Do

please send us a minimum of 30 jpeg images of your 
creative work. 

please also include a 1000 word essay (in english) 
on a subject relevant to fashion or sport (this should 
be a piece of work you’ve already written recently).

WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

We’re looking for enthusiastic students with a 
passion for the subject area, and who are dedicated 
to studying it.

We want to find students who research, think and 
experiment. We’ll be looking for evidence of visual 
research you have done, together with any other 
related visual enquiry that demonstrates idea 
generation and experimentation.

We want to know you’re engaged with fashion 
and / or performance sportswear design, and are 
interested in problem solving. We expect to see 
some knowledge of the critical context of your 
present interests; the designers, brands and ideas 
currently important to you.

WHAT YouR PoRTFoLIo SHouLD SHoW uS

1 —  some ability in drawing that demonstrates an 
understanding of the observational, imaginative 
and expressive purposes of drawing.

2 —  Work that you have completed as a result of 
organised projects.

3 —  evidence of Fashion, performance sportswear - 
related thinking and practical skills.

4 —  design work that represents the development  
of your own independent studio work and ideas.

REMEMBER…

successful applicants are generally those with the 
strongest portfolios, demonstrating conceptual 
thinking, technical ability and most importantly,  
a real love of the subject area.
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BA(Hons) Film
a portfolio is not required. all applicants to this 
course will be invited to interview. the interview will 
be by telephone or skype at a time convenient to you. 
to help you prepare for the interview, take a look at 
the course downloads at Falmouth.ac.uk/film

BA(Hons) Fine Art
WHAT You NEED To Do

in order to complete your application, please send us 
your portfolio of creative work. this should consist 
of 20 - 30 images (each with a very brief description) 
sent as a link to your online portfolio.

WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

We’re looking for students who are committed to 
the sustained study of fine art. We’ll be looking 
for a substantial body of work that indicates this 
commitment, and your corresponding abilities.

We want to see your knowledge of the critical context 
of your present interests, so tell us about the artists 
and ideas currently important to you.

Finally, we need to know how you foresee your 
primary development in relation to the practical 
disciplines of Fine art, (for example; painting, 3d 
work, time-based media, installation, printmaking, 
performance, digital work, drawing).

WHAT YouR PoRTFoLIo SHouLD SHoW

1 —    ability in drawing that demonstrates an 
understanding of the observational, imaginative 
and expressive purposes of drawing – how 
drawing is used for the visual development of 
images and ideas.

2 —    Work that you have completed as a result of 
organised projects.

3 —      evidence of conceptual thinking and  
practical skills.

4 —    artwork that represents the development of 
your own independent studio work.

REMEMBER…

successful applicants are generally those with the 
strongest portfolios, demonstrating conceptual  
thinking, technical ability and most importantly,  
a real commitment to the study of fine art. 

Image: liam Fuller ba (hons) Fashion photography 
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BA(Hons) Fashion Photography
WHAT You NEED To Do

We would like to see your portfolio of creative  
work. this should contain 15 to 20 high quality  
jpeg images burned to a cd/dVd or a link to  
your online portfolio.

please also submit a short piece of writing (350-
500 words) – either a review of a body of work by 
a photographer or an explanation of the thinking 
and inspiration behind the creative work you have 
submitted.

WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

We’re looking for dynamic and energetic students 
with a real love of fashion who are dedicated to 
studying fashion photography. 

We want to find students who are fiercely creative, 
passionate and demonstrate a willingness or ability 
to experiment.

WHAT YouR PoRTFoLIo SHouLD SHoW

select your best work to date that demonstrates 
conceptual thinking, technical ability and, most 
importantly, your passion for fashion.

REMEMBER…

successful applicants are generally those with the 
strongest portfolios. please bear in mind that the 
course is very popular and places will be filled quickly.



uAL Foundation Diploma in Art & Design /  
International Foundation Diploma in Art & Design

We are looking for students with creative skills and 
abilities from across the range of the visual arts, but 
also the potential to develop new ideas and ways 
of thinking, and an open mind to the exciting range 
of projects we will present to you. so, once we have 
received your application, we’ll ask you to send a 
portfolio of your work to us.

WHAT WILL I BE ASKED To Do?

PLEASE SEND uS A MAxIMuM oF 20 IMAGES  
THAT SHoW:

1 —     your best completed work in a range of media  
(2, 3 or 4-dimensional)

2 —     your idea-developments towards the 
completed work (sketches, worksheets, 
models, prototypes)

3 —     observational skills (drawings, photographs)

4 —     examples of personal creative work

you should order your work by project.

please include the titles and dimensions of the 
completed work as a caption to the uploaded image.

your portfolio also needs to be accompanied by a 
supporting statement of approximately 350 – 400 
words in english, describing your working process.

WHAT FoRMAT Do I uSE? 
your portfolio can be sent either as images burned 
to a cd/dVd, or a link to your online portfolio. 
if you don’t already have an online portfolio, you 
can upload your images to a website such as Flickr 
(www.flickr.com) or tumblr (www.tumblr.com) and 
send the link by email.

WHERE Do I SEND MY PoRTFoLIo?

if you wish to send a cd/dVd, please send it to:

international admissions 
Falmouth University 
Woodlane 
Falmouth 
cornwall 
tr11 4rh, Uk

if you wish to send a link to your online portfolio,  
please send it to international@falmouth.ac.uk

please make sure you include your name and 
address with your portfolio so that we know whom 
you are.

WHAT HAPPENS NExT?

We will contact you by email to confirm that we have 
received it. your application and portfolio will then 
be forwarded to the head of art to be reviewed.

applicants who live outside the Uk may be invited  
to participate in a telephone or skype interview.  
these dates will be arranged individually.

ANY quESTIoNS? 
if you have any questions you can visit the Ual 
Foundation diploma in art & design page on the 
Falmouth website www.falmouth.ac.uk/foundation 
or you can contact international@falmouth.ac.uk

Visit falmouth.ac.uk Follow us @falmouthglobal
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BA(Hons) Graphic Design
WHAT You NEED To Do 

in order to complete your application, please send us 
your portfolio of creative work. this should contain 
20 to 30 jpeg images burned to a cd/dVd, or a link 
to your online portfolio.

if you choose to submit a cd/dVd, the images 
should be high quality jpeg images. larger pieces  
of work or delicate items should be photographed.

We would also like you to complete a short essay 
in english of approximately 500 words. this should 
be on a piece of creative work that inspired you to 
pursue a career in graphic design; who created it  
and why was it such a great idea. 

WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

potential, talent, enthusiasm and individuality.

We want to see how you work and understand 
how your initial thinking leads to a final outcome. 
From idea generation, development work and the 
documentation of alternative ideas, we’ll be keen to 
see the conclusion to your projects but also how you 
got there. 

this journey will tell us a lot about your potential  
as a designer and also how appropriate you are for  
the course. 

We want to see your range of art and design skills, 
interests and techniques. this may be embedded in 
project work or through more personal explorations  
in your sketchbooks.

in addition to the ‘graphic design’ solutions in your 
portfolio, we’re interested in your experience with 
a broad range of art and design activities – textiles, 
painting, photography, sculpture, 3d design, product 
design, print making, life drawing and more. We 
want to see you celebrate all your strengths and 
passions for the broader visual world.

importantly our course aims to develop confidence 
in producing great work but also as individuals too, 
therefore we are not looking for stereotypes and 
hope to see culturally diverse work and individuality 
in prospective portfolios. 

WHAT YouR PoRTFoLIo SHouLD SHoW

1 —     Visual language skills – evidenced through the 
quality of your drawing, mark making,typography, 
composition and use of materials.

2 —     design process – evidenced through your 
commitment to experimentation, lateral 
thinking, analysis, risk taking and creative 
thinking.

3 —     research and critical thinking – evidenced 
through development sheets, sketch books, 
essays and the verbal commentary that you 
provide in presenting your work.

4 —     any web-based or moving image work you wish  
to show in digital form.

REMEMBER…

it’s not all about ‘brilliant work’ at this stage; it’s 
about your potential, your enthusiasm and energy  
to learn more. design is a collaborative exercise,  
we want students that enjoy working with others  
and have fun along the way.
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BA(Hons) Illustration
WHAT You NEED To Do

in order to complete your application, please send us 
your portfolio of creative work. this should consist of 
either 30 jpeg images burned to a cd/dVd, or a link 
to your online portfolio.

please also include a 1000 word essay, written in 
english, which is relevant to your artistic interests  
(this should be a piece of work you’ve already  
written recently).

WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

We’re looking for an indication of your potential, 
evidence of observation and accuracy in your life 
drawing and location drawing.

We want to find out about your creativity, how you 
work and how you solve problems. this may be 
embedded in project work or through more personal 
explorations in your sketchbooks.

We want to see your knowledge of the critical  
context of your present interests, so tell us about  
the illustrators and ideas currently important to you.

WHAT YouR PoRTFoLIo SHouLD SHoW

1 —     your contextual understanding of illustration 
and strong writing skills in your essay.

2 —     your ability to draw analytically.

3 —     your creativity and problem solving skills 
related to your ideas, project development  
and research and conceptual development.

REMEMBER…

there’s no deadline by which your portfolio should 
be sent in by, but please bear in mind that the course 
is very popular and places may be filled quickly.

BA(Hons) Interior Design 
WHAT You NEED To Do

in order to complete your application, please send us 
your portfolio of creative work. this should consist of 
either 30 jpeg images burned to a cd/dVd, or a link 
to your online portfolio. you can also include images 
of larger scale work and 3d models.

please include jpeg images of your sketchbooks and 
personal notebooks if you have them; they can be 
very useful. We’ll certainly encourage you to keep a 
sketchbook during your time on the course.

if you have used photography as a research and 
development tool, please include images – it can  
be effective, although is not essential.

please also include a 1000 word essay written in 
english on a subject relevant to the visual arts and 
design (this should be a piece of work you’ve already 
written recently). if you are dyslexic please do not 
be deterred by this; we have an excellent academic 
skills department to support you during your studies 
at Falmouth.

WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

We want to see a well-presented and organised 
portfolio that says a lot about you and your work. it’ll 
raise our interest and make us want to find out more.

We want to see that you’re engaged with the critical 
context of your present interests, the ideas and 
artists who are currently important to you and why.

We’re not expecting a portfolio full of designs for  
the degree you have applied for, but if you have some 
interest in the subject already it might mean that you 
have some work to show us.

We’ll be looking for a demonstration of your drawing 
ability and the variety of media and techniques you use.

We’d like to see how your work has developed along 
with your understanding of the design process. you 
can capture this through design sheets or any other 
way you feel appropriate. you might want to include 
notes with your portfolio to explain your work and the 
design process it has taken you through.

Ultimately, your portfolio is a personal statement 
about you. there’s no formula for getting it right and, 
although we’ve given some basic guidelines here, 
they’re not intended to be prescriptive.

WHAT YouR PoRTFoLIo SHouLD SHoW

1 — evidence of design potential and motivation.

2 —  a good representation of drawing, demonstrating 
the use of a wide variety of media and 
techniques.

3 —  Understanding of the design process, or other 
ways your work has developed.

REMEMBER…

be sure to include current work. it sounds obvious, 
but sometimes students feel their recent work doesn’t 
demonstrate the full range of their abilities, so they 
fill their portfolio with work they produced some time 
ago. We’re interested in how you’re working now. if you 
feel you simply must include previous work, please 
keep it to a minimum and be prepared to explain why 
you have not done similar work more recently.

PoRTFoLIo TIP

organise your work: a portfolio 
acts as a visual or audio diary 
and it helps to have some 
logical order. group your work 
depending on content or theme. 
keep presentation consistent. 
make it clear what each  
item represents.
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BA(Hons) Music,  
BA(Hons) Popular Music and 
BA(Hons) Creative Music Technology
you’ll need to submit a short piece of music that 
demonstrates your creative practice, whether as 
a performer, producer, songwriter or a composer. 
please submit your work as a recording, video or  
a score, stating clearly your role in its creation.

please also submit a short piece of writing  
(500 words in english) explaining the thinking  
and inspiration behind the creative work you  
have submitted.

BA(Hons) Music, Theatre & 
Entertainment Management
please submit a short piece of writing (a maximum 
of 300 words in english) reflecting on a music, 
theatre or entertainment artiste, venue or product 
you would like to manage. if you have images to 
support your piece of writing please also submit 
these (a maximum of ten images, for example 
photographs, promotional materials, or other 
material related to the artiste, venue or product  
you have written about). 

all applicants to this course will be invited to 
interview. the interview will be by telephone or 
skype at a time convenient to you. your submitted 
work will form the starting point for discussions  
at interview.
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BA(Hons) Journalism
please submit a portfolio of three short newspaper, 
magazine or web articles (maximum 1000 words  
in total) that you have written. the work may be  
published or unpublished, but should cover a range  
of subject matter.

BA(Hons) Journalism and  
Creative Writing
please submit a portfolio containing one or more 
examples of your creative writing. this may be 
a short story; a number of short pieces of prose 
fiction; a small collection of poems or a piece of 
scriptwriting.

the sum total of the portfolio should be no more 
than 1,500 words in the case of prose fiction or script 
and no more than 500 words in the case of poetry.

please submit a short newspaper, magazine or web 
articles (maximum 500 words) that you have written. 
the work may be published or unpublished, but 
should cover a range of subject matter.

BA(Hons) Marine & Natural  
History Photography
WHAT You NEED To Do

you’ll need to submit a maximum of 20 images. 
please send your portfolio of work in the form 
of a pdF and/or links to an online web portfolio. 
the images submitted should show an interest in 
marine & natural history and a curiosity of the world 
around you.

please also submit a short piece of writing (500 
words in english) – either a review of a body of work 
by a marine or natural history photographer or an 
explanation of the thinking and inspiration behind 
the creative work you have submitted.

WHAT WE ARE LooKING FoR

enthusiastic students who are passionate about 
photography and the world around them. We want 
to see a panel of images which show a narrative that 
says a lot about the natural history subject you have 
chosen to illustrate; this can either be in a marine or 
terrestrial environment. We are looking for a series 
of images that demonstrate your interest in the 
subject and represent the development of your own 
ideas. 

the m&nhp course aims to help you develop 
confidence in producing great photography, both 
stills and moving image. We are also looking 
for diverse work and individuality from you as a 
photographer. the written piece should show how 
other photographers or film-makers have inspired 
you and why you want to pursue a career as a 
professional photographer.

helpFUl hint: 

We want students who can work 
as individuals, who enjoy working 
with others and have fun along 
the way.



BA(Hons) Press &  
Editorial Photography
WHAT You NEED To Do

you’ll need to submit a maximum of 20 images. 
please send your portfolio of work in the form of 
a pdF and/or links to an online web portfolio. the 
images submitted should tell a story or share a 
common theme.

please also submit a short piece of writing (500 
words in english) – either a review of a body of work 
by a photographer or an explanation of the thinking 
and inspiration behind the creative work you have 
submitted. 

WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

dynamic and energetic students who are curious 
about the world they live in and who have a passion 
for storytelling through photography. 

BA(Hons) Photography
We’d like to see your portfolio, which should 
contain a maximum of 20 images. please send your 
portfolio of work in the form of a pdF and/or links 
to an online web portfolio.

YouR PoRTFoLIo SHouLD INCLuDE  
THE FoLLoWING:

—   evidence of how you express your ideas  
through photography

—    Work that you have completed as a result  
of your school/ projects

—   evidence of conceptual thinking and practical 
skills.

—   photographic images that represent the 
development of your own ideas / self projects 
through practice.

—    Visual workbooks / diaries that explore and  
question your ideas.

please also submit a short piece of writing  
(500 words) – either a review of a body of work  
by a photographer or an explanation of the thinking 
and inspiration behind the creative work you’ve 
submitted.
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BA(Hons) Sports Journalism
please submit a portfolio of three short newspaper, 
magazine or web articles (maximum 1000 words 
in total) that you have written. the work may be 
published or unpublished, but should cover a range 
of subject matter and does not necessarily have to 
relate to sport.

BA(Hons) Sustainable  
Product Design
WHAT You NEED To Do

in order to complete your application, please send us 
your portfolio of creative work. this should consist of 
30 images of design related work, sent on dVd or as  
a link to your online portfolio. 

please also include a 500-word essay written in  
english on a subject relevant to product design that 
interests you.

WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

We’re looking for dynamic and energetic students 
that feel motivated by contemporary issues and 
enjoy the challenge of designing sustainable 
solutions, working in teams and with business to 
develop concepts that communicate future visions 
using advanced 3d cad and digital manufacturing 
technologies.

We want to find students who are interested in 
designing for meaningful contexts which address  
issues such as reducing carbon emissions, food 
and water security, transportation, economic 
development and wellbeing.

WHAT YouR PoRTFoLIo SHouLD SHoW uS

your 30 images can be broken down into the 
following sections, don’t worry if you don’t have the 
exact number of images but try to demonstrate your 
strengths in each of the sections.

5 images of sketchbook and drawing of design ideas

5 images of research sheets or mood boards

20 images of product design concepts (you can 
include detail images of prototypes)

5 images of design communication boards or final 
presentations of ideas

REMEMBER…

successful applicants are generally those with the 
strongest portfolios, demonstrating conceptual 
thinking, strong professional practice skills and most 
importantly, a strong interest in sustainable issues.



BA(Hons) Textile Design
WHAT You NEED To Do 

in order to complete your application, please send us 
your portfolio of creative work. this should consist of 
either 30 jpeg images burned to a cd/dVd, or a link 
to your online portfolio.

please also include a 1000 word essay written in  
english that relates to your interest in art and design 
(this should be a piece of work you’ve already  
written recently).

WHAT WE’RE LooKING FoR

We want to see a well-presented and organised 
portfolio that says a lot about you and your work.  
it will raise our interest and make us want to find  
out more.

We want to see that you’re engaged with the critical 
context of your present interests, the ideas, the 
designers, and artists who are currently important  
to you and why.

We’re looking for people who have a range of textiles 
interests and would like to see evidence of that 
in your portfolio. it is very important to not only 
include finished pieces but also examples of different 
stages of research, exploratory making, and general 
experimentation and design development that lead 
up to the finished work. you can capture this by 
including images of pages from your sketchbooks 
and design sheets as well as materials experiments 
and finished pieces. you may include images of work 
you have developed in other disciplines, e.g. fine art, 
graphic design, if you feel it sheds light on your ability 
as a textile designer. so it might show us evidence of 
your use of colour, pattern, scale and so on.

WHAT YouR PoRTFoLIo SHouLD SHoW

1 —     ability in drawing that demonstrates an 
understanding of the observational, imaginative 
and expressive purposes of drawing – how it’s 
used for the visual development of ideas.

2 —     Work that you have completed as a result of 
organised projects.

3 —     evidence of conceptual thinking and  
practical skills.

4 —     art and design work that represents the 
development of your own independent studio 
work and textiles ideas.

REMEMBER…

be sure to include current work. We’re interested in 
how you’re working now.

We would also like to see evidence of drawing, 
mark making, painting and/or any other medium 
you have used for visual research. this may include 
observational drawing.

Ultimately, your portfolio is a personal statement 
about you. there’s no formula for getting it right 
and, although we’ve given some basic guidelines 
here, they’re not intended to be prescriptive.

BA(Hons) Television
a portfolio is not required. all applicants will 
be invited to interview. the interview will be by 
telephone or skype at a time convenient to you.
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recoMMended 
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Notes on individual tests
Cambridge ESoL: the cambridge esol suite is 
acceptable, i.e. First certificate (Fce),

advanced certificate (cae), and proficiency (cpe). 
however, the cambridge skills for life suite is not 
acceptable for University entry. it focuses on general 
english rather than academic; has an unsuitable 
written element (short emails, notes, form filling); 
and has no use of english element to assess 
sentence construction, vocabulary and grammar.

other Tests
students may present with tests not included 
here, particularly country specific school leaving 
examinations. such tests may be acceptable 
alternatives and it is recommended that they  
are investigated as and when a student presents  
with them.

there is a minimUm english
langUage reqUirement
For a tier 4 stUdent Visa
application – please Visit the
british home oFFice Website.

International 
Foundation

Foundation

under-grad

Post-grad

Component
min score

Total
reading
writing
listening
speaking

Total
reading
writing
listening
speaking

Total
reading
writing
listening
speaking

Total
reading
writing
listening
speaking

IELTS
Academic

5.0
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5

5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

6.0
5.5
5.5
5.5
5.5

6.5
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

Pearson 
Academic

ATE 36
36
36
36
36

PTE 43
43
43
43
43

PTE  52
52
52
52
52

PTE 58
58
58
58
58

Cambridge  
Esol
(not skills 
for life)

FCE B
borderline
borderline
borderline
borderline

FCE A/CAE C
borderline
borderline
borderline
borderline

CAE C
borderline
borderline
borderline
borderline

iGCSE
English First  
Language

 
Grade C

Grade C

Grade C
 
 
 
 

Grade C
 
 
 
 

A Level

Grade D

Grade D

Grade D

Grade D

Vitnemal
Norway

4

4

 

4
 
 
 
 

4
 
 
 
 

International
Baccalaureate

higher

4

4

4
 
 
 
 

4
 
 
 
 

Singapore
Cambridge
o-Level
english

Grade C

Grade C 
 
 
 

Grade C 
 
 

Trinity
ise

ISE III
pass
pass
pass
pass

ISE III
pass
pass
pass
pass 

ISE III
pass
pass
pass
pass
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Falmouth university 
Falmouth campus 
Woodlane 
Falmouth 
cornwall 
tr11 4rh Uk

Phone 
+44 (0)1326 254259 or +44 (0)1326 213748 
to speak with the international admissions team  
we’re here to help

Email us at 
international@falmouth.ac.uk
 
Keep up to date 
on everything Falmouth
twitter.com/falmouthglobal
facebook.com/falmouthglobal
pinterest.com/falmouthuni/falmouth-global

falmouth.ac.uk


